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Wang On Group and Wai Yuen Tong
Support Po Leung Kuk Charity Run 2016 For Youth Services
(6 December 2016 – Hong Kong) The running teams of Wang On Group Limited (“WOG”,
stock code: 1222) and Wai Yuen Tong Medicine Holdings Limited (“WYT”, stock code: 897),
a non wholly-owned listed subsidiary of WOG, enjoy the 8-km team race of Po Leung Kuk
Charity Run 2016 held at Tai Tong, Yuen Long on Sunday, 4 December 2016. It is the first
time the two corporates teaming up to support the run and promote work life balance as well
as a healthy lifestyle.

Led by Mr Tang Ching Ho, Chairman of WOG and Ms Vivian Tang, Business Development
Manager of WYT, the two teams had to encounter challenging muddy trails and stairs along
the 8-km route, passing through Tai Tong Shan Road, Tai Lam Nature Trail and Yuen Tsuen
Ancient Trial, and strive for the best performance.

Mr Tang, Chairman of WOG, said, “We are proud to participate in this event, and strongly
believe in the importance of sustainable community development as well as youth
development. By taking part in the race, we hope to raise more donations to support youth
services, show our care to youngsters and convey the message of work life balance.”

Ms Vivian Tang, Business Development Manager of WYT, said, “Apart from raising funds for
youth services, running for a charitable reason has a special meaning to WYT: running is a
way to keep fit, it echoes with our motto advocating a healthy and beautiful life. I am very
proud to see our teams overcome all challenges along the road. Next year, it will be our
120th anniversary. We are very keen to care your health enjoying fruitful and healthy life
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altogether in celebration of our anniversary theme.”

WOG and WYT’s support for Po Leung Kuk Charity Run is part of our wider commitment to
social initiatives in Hong Kong. Both companies have been involving in a series of activities
targeting youth development and sustainable community development for years.

- End -

Teams of Wang On Group and Wai Yuen Tong wearing a big smile after the 8-km team run of
Po Leung Kuk Charity Run 2016.
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Running for a charitable reason can also advocate a healthy and beautiful life
initiated by our Mr Tang, Chairman of WOG (right) and Ms Vivian Tang,
Business Development Manager of WYT (left).

About Wang On Group Limited
Established in 1987 and listed on the Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong
Limited in 1995, Wang On Group is principally engaged in the management and
sub-licensing of Chinese wet markets in Hong Kong and mainland China and provision of
finance. The Group has been actively involved in the local property market through Wang
On Properties Limited (stock code: 1243), a non wholly-owned listed subsidiary of WOG.
The Group has interests in the pharmaceutical business through its investments in Wai
Yuen Tong Medicine Holdings Limited (stock code: 897), a non wholly-owned listed
subsidiary of WOG. Nowadays, the Group has developed into a leading conglomerate, with
operations in Hong Kong and mainland China.
About Wai Yuen Tong Medicine Holdings Limited
Listed on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited, Wai Yuen Tong is principally
engaged in the production, processing and retailing of pharmaceutical and health products,
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including Chinese medicinal products and health food products under the brand name of
“Wai Yuen Tong”, western pharmaceutical, health food and personal care products under
the brand names of “Madame Pearl’s” and “Pearl’s” and property investment. Wai Yuen
Tong has introduced one-stop Chinese medical and healthcare services.
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